Raise the effectiveness and efficiency of
critical screening and monitoring workflows with
LexisNexis® Bridger Insight® XG
Accelerate risk assessment and automate screening
LexisNexis® Bridger Insight® XG enables your business to consolidate key compliance workflows
and quickly identify potential risks. Connect to reliable and robust global risk data specifically
tailored to your risk thresholds:
Effectively manage false
positives, false negatives and
manual reviews

Simplify account
openings and
transaction screenings

Conduct effective high-volume
due diligence on third-parties

Optimize continual,
ongoing monitoring
with minimal business
disruption

Expedite alert remediation
and clear backlogs

Reduce excess data noise by connecting to current and concise risk intelligence
Bridger Insight XG’s intelligent functionality and features easily integrate into your existing processes
to raise the efficiency and effectiveness of screening, due diligence and monitoring activities.

Industry-proven matching algorithms
that reduce false positives

Robust reporting and a fully transparent
audit trail to support stronger oversight

Highly configurable matching rules that
adapt to changing compliance demands

Seamless integration with LexisNexis®
WorldCompliance™ Data that facilitates
automated compliance, risk assessments
and investigations

Scalable batch processing capabilities
that easily handle large quantities of
customer information to optimize continual,
ongoing monitoring requirements
Advanced configuration that enables you
to easily integrate Search API and Automated
Batch functionality into existing systems

Easily interfaces with additional
LexisNexis® Risk Solutions products
to simplify enhanced due diligence and
deeper investigations

Achieve an optimal compliance workflow
Bridger Insight XG’s agile, intuitive interface maximizes efficiencies and helps maintain process
consistency without disrupting day-to-day business. Our screening tools enable you to confidently
complete risk-based assessments while balancing compliance demands with core business operations.
Increase the transparency
of compliance activities

Respond to evolving
regulatory requirements

Minimize friction and speed onboarding
for new customers and third-parties

Lower
compliance costs

Reach new markets and maximize
global market opportunities

Count on an industry-proven screening choice
Respected global organizations rely on the time-tested capabilities of
Bridger Insight XG and WorldCompliance Data

We do business with seven
of the world’s top 10 banks,
and we enabled over
140 billion screens
in 2019 to help our
customers maintain
compliance and conduct
business only with
appropriate entities.

History proves our strong
strategic commitment to
fighting financial crimes
including money laundering,
bribery and corruption and
terrorist financing.
As the leading screening
solution in the US market,
Bridger Insight XG is
recognized and understood
by a range of regulatory
authorities.

Bridger Insight XG streamlines screening, due diligence and ongoing monitoring
to accelerate risk assessment so your business can effectively manage compliance challenges
and concentrate on core business objectives.

Find out how Bridger Insight XG can work for your business with an in-depth demo.
For more information: Call 800-658-5638 or visit
risk.lexisnexis.com/products/bridger-insight-xg
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